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From the Editor-in-Chief’s desk

Where I live, two different types of ferns look in at me. One of them is a pine tree. The pine
cones hang alluringly. For it is nature’s quaint mystic policy that though a pine tree has both
male and female cones, cross-pollination is the norm. Or is it the pine tree’s rebellion against
what nature first thought was advisable? Living the norm is a matter of habit. Healing from
the scars of the norm is a process of choice.
Being a social animal, human beings often get defined by the community they are in and the
company they keep. The social mores and codes of conduct seep into their existence. In this
amalgam, there emerges a peculiar thing that differentiates one from the other. It is the
individuated experience and perception that creates difference of expressions. This is born
out of a discomfort. It may be the discomfort of ill-fitted shoes, of square souls in round pegs
of normalcy. Or it might be the other way around. It may be an eerie knowledge of an opinion
that questions the normalcy of norms of difference too. Our vision is to harness this
discomfort that writers, artists, and other creative individuals feel.
We have showcased 23 creative writers/artists in the inaugural issue of The Pine Cone
Review, who perceive brownness and being brown in their own ways. My heartfelt gratitude
is extended to the contributors, without whom this issue would not be possible. I hope readers
will find this issue intriguing.
Best wishes and regards to all.
Susmita Paul
Susmita Paul
Editor-in-Chief
Poetry & Art Editor
The Pine Cone Review
02nd January 2021
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Waiting for the Day We Look Past Our Eyes
Danielle Wong

Straight, blonde hair, blue eyes and brown made
curly brown hair, green eyes the foreigner
in their mind.
Baba1 or mémère2, babushka3
or bandana4. A five-minute walk
if you run5; and
coats were red in collar6; boys wore
their colours6 up: phrases spoken without
feet or a head7.

Giggles and whispers behind hands.
Walked away whenever
I came near them.

*

Spoke mishmashed Creole,
local to his land.
Hakka8 versus Canto9
disappeared when he moved.
He became countryman
of his homeland unknown

to the new people
he found himself with.
Newest identity
born from childhood palate,
indicated Indian,
African continent.
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Trip back home one day.
Money foreign-er,
unrecognizable;
even evolution of tongued sounds showed
he was a tourist at home.

Ill with homelessness.

*

Is she adopted?
Mother taken as nanny with every step.
Never considered natural
mother despite the near day-long,
excruciating labour. No words
for them.

*

Whose child is this? Odd. He looks a bit like you.
Mother bites her tongue.
Unsure how to politely
smack them awake;
they have not changed
in half a decade.

*

What are you doing here? She is not yours.
Smart mouth father retaliates:
What's wrong with you? Never
saw a blonde Chinese before?

2

*

Thick, black, coarse horsehair
with loose curls, tiny eyes, tiny nose,
learns surprisingly sweet words like nana10,
prefers pao11 to spaghetti at lunch,
book always in hand to avoid the shouts
calling her monster, telling her
go back home.

Thick, dark brown, coarse hair dries
before the second bucket of water hits.
Big eyes, sharp cheekbones, fists
meet his stomach until he finds
his tongue could slice them down.

Fine, blonde hair, tiny eyes,
tiny nose, mischievous smile. Not
a doll. Not your sweet thing. Live
wasp between fingers, she scares
them away. Can't get hurt
if they're the ones carrying fear.

*

What are you? keeps
coming up. White say
Asian. Asian say White.
Both stay standoffish.
Children decide less
awkward responses to bury
the question of background.
One claims Asian.
One sarcasms Black or Human.
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One quips Italian, Scandinavian, Greek, Norwegian;
none of these in her bloodline.

Overclaimed bloodline
enjoys her friends,
says they're all like her
regardless of paleness or
darkness of skin, regardless
of size and stature. Bound
by neurology.

Human sits for hours
in his room, playing
online with friends
who claim cousinship
and comradery. Jokes,
but keeps his tongue sharp.
Rarely leaves home.

Asian finds true love,
tempers and laughter,
late nights stacking, unpacking
palettes of boxes
with another half & half
who agrees background
means not being present.

*

Will the generation
after my children
still have to fight
the insults, the stares,
the finger-pointing laughter,
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the violence, the silence,
the hatred platter?
Or will others start to look beyond
skin, shape of eyes, size of nose,
accept and love the growing
number of children with coarse,
blonde, curly hair, green eyes, caramel
skin, every combination
and permutation that can arise
from mixing
and mixing until we finally see
the truth many people want
to ignore?
We are all one,
only one,
belonging to the same homeland
third from the sun.
________________________________
1

grandmother – Polish, Ukrainian

2

grandmother – French

3

grandmother – Russian; headscarf tied under chin – Ukrainian

4

headscarf tied in back

5

Irish idiom: it will not take much time to get there if you hurry

6

French-Canadian mispronunciations of English; “colour” is pronounced as "collar",

“collar” is pronounced as "colour"
7

Polish idiom: does not make sense

8

Han Chinese

9

Short for Cantonese, not fully Han Chinese

10

grandmother – Italian

11

steamed bun filled with meat or vegetables
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Coconut
Monica Nathan
“Forget cream. With coconut milk, it’s the coconut fat that rises to the top.”
My mother tells me this while shaking her belly. With the benefit of an audience, her dinner
prep has transformed into a production worthy of a circus, the spices standing to attention
while she brandishes her spatula with the authority of a ringmaster.
I swing my gangly legs from my perch on the kitchen stool, watch as she adds brightly
coloured spices to the spitting coconut fat, liberating their scents until they fill the tight space.
No matter how often my father shimmies open the window, the smells remain like familiar
friends: garlic and onion mixed with clove, curry powder, and garam masala, as pungent as
the food stalls of Kolkata.
The aroma greets me early the next morning while the household sleeps with a bloated
heaviness. Turning on the kitchen lights, I locate the chilli powder in the back of the cabinet
and sneak it back to my room. When I hear their radio crow the morning news, I shake out a
small amount of powder, tip my head back, and pop it into my mouth. Instantly, my throat
convulses with hacking coughs. I have become the fire eater in my mother’s circus, the heat
cutting down to my stomach, my face expelling tears and mucus and spit in an effort to
extinguish the flame. My mother rushes in and puts a hand to my forehead, clucks her tongue.
“You can stay home today,” she says.
It is more the relief than the chilli that leaves me lightheaded.
I stay home three more days. On the last, my mother comes to my room.
“Sarah’s here,” she says, “It’s good to see her. It’s been since your great eight graduation.”
Before going down, I sniff my sweater for any lingering odours from last night’s fish.
Finding Sarah in the den, I join her on the couch, crackling in its original plastic. We slide
towards the sagging middle, her shoulder bumping against my chest, and I smell the peanut
butter on her breath.
“It’s nice of you to visit,” I say.
“I brought you your math homework.” She pulls out a package of worksheets.
We sit in silence as I struggle to come up with something to say. I stare at the copper Hindu
deities flanking the television. My mother had given up trying to teach me their significance,
calling me a coconut instead – brown on the outside, white on the inside.
“Remember when we used to play family with my mom’s statues?”
Sarah looks down. “Yeah. Well. Thank her for the snack.”
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She leaves on the back of a one sided goodbye.
The next week, I see Sarah outside class, surrounded by her new friends. They are holding
their sides, doubled over with laughter.
Getting close, I hear her say, “Do you want peanut butter and jelly?”
She repeats the phrase again and again, using an exaggerated Indian accent while wobbling
her head from side to side.
Catching sight of me, she stops mid sentence, turning as red as the chilli powder tucked under
my pillow. Pin prickles of discomfort spread under my arms and a wave of heat slaps me
across the face. I duck my head and race into the classroom.
That night, I confront my mother. “What happened, what did you do?”
“I made her a sandwich,” my mother says, her eyebrows knitting.
“And then what happened?”
“She ate the sandwich.”
“Don’t ever speak to my friends again,” I say, and leave her, deflating in the kitchen.
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Brown Space: A limiting decision or reality?
Arifa H. Sidhpurwala

No form of identification is worth any more importance than the mere visual representation
for its due recognition, whether it is flowers, spices, colours or skin. Anything more than that
is but brutal discrimination.
All that exists in its glory and neutrality is what I call brown “space”. Everything in our world
holds a little bit of brown. It gives us a sense of being “one”; united and connected, regardless
of distance or identity. While all of that is glorifying, the colour brown itself, is a unique
blend in the realm of colours. It is a mixture of warm and cool, primary and secondary
pigments that give us a distinct, neutral, tertiary colour. If the colour is darkened, it is a
shadow; if it’s lightened, it turns into a nude. The dance of the tints and shades symbolizes a
brown life.
A brown life, if ever emerged from the dark, glows- and glows in all shades of bold and
beautiful. The inner beauty and core strengths shine through- the brownness fades out.
A question arises. Does a brown social, emotional and psychological space exist?
The answer is, yes and no.
As most people see it, a brown life is highly emotionally-driven, socially charged, and
psychologically challenged, leaving little to no room for freedom of expression and living.
There is a social, emotional and psychological space that exists in a brown life, almost like
another universe, where decisions are based more on emotions than on logic or rationality,
where social boundaries are not limited to social unions, where psychological beliefs are
deep-rooted and disorders are not openly spoken about.
For long, brown has been associated with negativity and enslavement. It is believed that
“being brown skinned” brings hardships and sorrows. The belief is so deep-rooted that little
has been done to break the norm in a brown life. Yet being brown skinned is an accusation in
a brown life.
That’s one side of the picture.
A brown social, emotional and psychological space does not exist or can conveniently cease
to exist.
The brown life has most to do with past and present experiences, decisions and lifestyle.
Agreeably, some occurrences are negative and have taken place based on being brown. But
that does not imply it is true for all. So,
Why does a brown emotional, social or psychological space even exist?
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Because we allow it to exist and we dwell in it.
Will the brown space ever dissolve or cease to exist?
It will, if we choose to. If we stop drawing boundaries that belittle a brown life altogether and
limits the potential. Truthfully, it may never be fully dissolved, but the lines around the
brown space could effectively be dimmed.
Brown is a blend of self-doubt, submissiveness, unparalleled tenacity, courage and beauty.
And strangely enough, each trait acts as a cornerstone of strength in its own entirety.
There is a bit of brown in every individual out there. Not only in the form of skin pigment,
but in terms of mind and heart. If and when the brown within is ever unleashed, the brown
space dissolves and the horizon expands.
It has little to do with the colour; the brown space exists in the mind. It is a space we have
chosen to create for comfort. We often fail to realize that if comfort becomes uncomfortable,
we need to expand or dissolve that space. The brown space may have been idealized for
comfort, but it fails to provide so, how about we let it go? What if the brown space never
existed to begin with? Because in the end it is just a belief.
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2 Artworks
Piu Mahapatra

The Touch and Smell Missing

10

The Smell and Touch Missing
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Artist’s Statement:

Time leaves marks, be it on personal memories or even the moments of memories that are
captured in stills. Time has its own colour, the mixture of a bit of Prussian Blue and Crimson
Red.
In pre-digital era, there were family albums where the photographs were placed on the pitchblack fuzzy papers with tiny brown folded paper cones to hold them in place. There were
moments in black and white, but the joy captured was chromatic. There were faces which
faded but were never forgotten. Unlike the digital photographs, time has a deep relationship
with these physical prints. They faded and browned with time recreating images within the
captured realities.
Created from the same concept of capturing and recreating memories , this series has a
surrealistic approach where bits and pieces of personal narration comes together to become a
unique collage where Time mixes Blue, a tone of nostalgia with Red, a symbol of blood and
kinship to create the tones of Brown.
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2 Poems
Suchita Parikh Mundul

Being

My skin is quiet on most days;
it breathes in constancy,
lighting a fire here and there
so the horizon comes into view
and I can face upward, forward,
sideways, downward,
as the situation requires.
In winter, its fractious nature
rises to the surface;
deep crevices form
like nascent roots
meandering about
without a destination.
I hydrate
with a balm of words
meant to fill cornucopias
until they overflow.
Rivulets trace
my limbs,
my torso, my face.
My colour deepens
and my identity heightens,
spreading like the wings of a bird,
falling like water off a cliff,
free-flowing over land and sky.
I am powerful
like the ferocity of the wild,
like the depth of colour,
like the Himalayan rivers.
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My skin is my context
and I reside within it.

Migration

I climb into stirrups
and bound across
oceans, plains and
other geography,
wrapped in the
cultivation of time,
contrasting and contorting,
often censoring the sounds
that new grasses emit,
waging wars on foreign fields,
against otherising winds.
I hear the whispers
of my ancestors
carried by a quiet breeze
flowing from home to here;
I feel them in my pores,
reminding me
at each breath
that I am who I am,
that I am me.
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Samosa Shringar
Moniratna Roy

Devi took a quick sip of her lemon tea and concentrated on giving the samosas a perfect
shape. Not only did she love cooking, the innate artist in her made her present every dish with
perfection. These samosas, with the perfectly crispy outer layer and a succulent inner filling
of spicy minced chicken were a big hit with her British friends. Her colleagues made sure that
Devi’s samosas were in the menu for all their office parties. Today she was making the
samosas for her students. She glanced outside. The girls were due to arrive soon. The first
annual programme of her dance school, “Shringar” was scheduled for the following Saturday
at the City Hall of Peterborough. Today was the final rehearsals for that. As she looked
around her plush bungalow, Devi thought, the young housewife from Kolkata sure has come
a long way.
It has been twenty years since Devi, or Mrs. Nabanita Bose had come to England with her
two small sons, accompanying her husband Krishnendu, a doctor at the government hospital
in Cambridge. They had started their life in a modest apartment at King’s Lynn, a quaint little
town in Norfolk. Before coming to England, Devi knew about the huge adjustments she
would need to make in an unfamiliar country with unfamiliar culture. But what she did not
expect were the day to day difficulties she would have to face because of her coloured skin.
King’s Lynn, more than twenty years back, had a predominantly white population unlike
London, which was home to people from different races. Devi soon found out that the people,
especially the younger generation had very little idea about the brown community. Her sons
too had to face bullying at school. The children would ask, “Why do you have brown skin?”
At her job too she found that because of her brown identity, she had to work harder just to
prove herself. She would often hear her husband talk about the racism which was common in
the hospitals too. But all that seemed light years ago. Today Devi had a successful job as well
as her dream project, her Bharatnatyam dance institute. Since childhood she had been
passionate about her dance and someday dreamed of having a dance school of her own. But,
to finally have one with more than twenty five students, that too in a foreign soil, seemed too
much of a dream come true. Though, the real test lay in the success of her annual program,
Devi thought apprehensively. All she wanted was to showcase the rich culture of her country
to these foreigners.
Soon it was the day of the great event. Devi stood beside the wings on the stage and scanned
the packed up hall nervously. But as soon as the curtain raised, she became oblivious to her
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surroundings and dedicated herself to the worship of Lord Nataraj, the God of dance.
Through spectacular footwork and sign language based on gestures of hand, eyes and face,
Devi and her students narrated the story of mythical legends with their dance and enthralled
the audience, brown and white alike. As the curtain closed, Devi could hear the thunderous
applause reverberating around the hall. The Mayor of Peterborough, who was the chief guest
for the evening, came up to congratulate her and specifically asked to be present at all such
programmes in future. As she reveled in all this appreciation, Devi sighed contentedly.
Despite her brown identity, at last she had made a mark for herself in this foreign land. It was
now, that her dream was truly realized.
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2 poems
Stephen OladayoOladokun

A Melted Heart

I am a bee among colourful flowers.
I produced thickest honey
that glued my legs and wings together.

I am a rare almond.
From my body a stick of matches
that set fire on my branches was gotten.

I gave birth to the feeling
that taunts my marrow.

Like a clay pot butted against rock,
I am broken into pieces
By your heavy image
that I carry in my head.

Kontigi

I'm sold out at no cost
as an ornament of admiration.

He keeps me in a bright dark box,
places me in his arms,
ceres me like a doll
and drinks me like wine.

I'm to him, a Kontigi
he plays to ease his nerve.
My sweet groan, a delight to him.
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At night,
he toys with my strings.
At day break, to him,
I'm a devil- a noise from the abyss.
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The colour of my skin
Aishwarya Das Gupta

The colour of my skin
Rustles through the dried pile of silenced stock.
The muffled footsteps crunch,
Crumbling past the threshold of that which is,
And all that is yet to be.

Curling up round the twisted edges of
The flaking remnants of Autumn’s memory,
The yellow blends with the rust,
The sepia loses itself in the orange.

Odd threads weave the cleaving leaves' final glory.
Its spidery skein
unmakes the tender art of Summer;
Turning the bright hues to a wispy
Nothingness.

The weaver unspools
The last threads of memory
Mourning, and waiting
For the pale
Shroud to take over
The colour of my being.
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Artwork
Carl Scharwath

Troupe
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Artist’s Statement:

I use photography as a means of self-expression. The most important quality of a photograph,
as in all of art, is to evoke an emotional response. I prefer to capture surrealistic moments
when I can, the play of light and colours and unusual situations as they unfold. As a
passionate runner, being aware of my surroundings tends to produce some surprise scenes
instead of forcing an image of time with my camera.
Troupe is a photo of mannequins double exposed on an acrylic painting by the artist. It is
faceless, genderless, raceless and yet bound together in a moment of celebration of colours
and art.
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Hijab
Mark Andrew Heathcote

Do her eyelids bat & her cheekbones blush?
Do they have their own, indigo embargo?
Which way do her almond eyes look?
Beneath her veil an impromptu, shush.
But do they look inwardly happy?
Or are they filled with bittersweet sorrow?
Do they share a glint of sunlight?
Or is they like sallow moonlight pale
What colour even are her precious eyes
Most likely they'll be brown in pigment,
And not almond-shaped but round
Isn't it intriguing how we avoided gazing?
In each other's eyes as though we all
Have on our very own two-tier bridal veil
Aren't-yet, willing to walk down that wedding aisle.
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The Colours of Life
Geetha Nair G.

Picture to yourself a little town set amid blue mountains. A town that was born out of the
yearning of some sweating white man in power, homesick for the climate and sights of his
own dear England. And so a tiny summer retreat was born and grew till it became a busy
town with white Anglican churches posing amid groves of fragrant pines. It is called
Pinetown.
The year is 1947. The British have been gone for exactly a decade but they are still very
much of a presence. You cannot make more than two hundred years of domination vanish in
just one decade. The British are in the names of the houses, in the golf course, the orchards of
plum and peach, in the trout-filled streams. They are in the Hendersons, Robinsons ,Smiths
and Taylors, Bakers and Grays who still lord it over this little piece of earth. Above all, they
are in the minds of the brown-skinned inhabitants, who are yet to fully take in 15 August,
1947.
My father ran a restaurant in the town. It served South Indian food, mostly. Chicken cutlets
were for a specialty. I attended a reputed school for girls. I was popular because of the
goodies I brought to school almost every day. On rare occasions, I would triumphantly
display a few cutlets reclining royally in the steel container. The aroma would alert Sheila
Wood. She would saunter over to where we, the Brownies as they called us, sat. Sheila was
almost white; her father was an Englishman who had chosen to stay back when India was
handed over to Indians ten years ago. His wife was a very fair Anglo-Indian woman. I had
seen them often when they stopped outside our hotel to take home hot chicken cutlets.
In time, Sheila and I became friends, after a fashion. Perhaps it was the cutlets that did the
trick.
At recess, we would sit together, while the others played Seven Tiles or Bounders, whites
against browns. Neither of us cared for the games. We loved reading and shared an ambition both of us wanted to be doctors.
The Christmas exams were going on. We shivered in our cardigans. It was Science that day.
Both of us had prepared well and hoped to perform well. When the question papers were
given out by Miss Andrews, our dreaded class teacher, I found to my joy that the Life Cycle
of the Cockroach figured - a question Sheila and I had hoped for. Sheila was sitting to the
right, two rows in front of me. She turned a little, waved the question paper slightly and
smiled. I nodded, smiled and turned back to my answer sheet. Then, a grey whirlwind blew
23

up to me. A slap landed on my left cheek, the sound of which made every head look up. I was
pulled to my feet and through the haze of pain and shock, I heard her say, “Skinny brown
cheat. You started it.” Then, she dropped me onto my bench and walked back to her seat.
That evening, we had visitors; Sheila and her parents. She came to me; stroked the weal on
my cheek. They had brought me chocolates; she had brought love. That love binds us
together even today. We are with the International Red Cross and currently work in the same
hospital. Each day, they come to us to be healed- the white, the brown, the black, the yellow.
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Devi Ma*
Padmini Viswanathan

The most beguiling eyes looking up at me from that corner,
"Come here," I called putting out my hands in a welcoming gesture,
She came and stood shyly in front of me,
Placing my hand under her chin the better to see,
I moved her odni* from her face, God! Was she a stunner!
You're beautiful, I said,
No, I'm dark, said the voice with bended head,
Who had said that?- I asked angrily
Well, everyone!- she replied matter-of-factly.
Tell them Devi Maa is dark too,
And I look like her, not you!
Her face lit up with a brilliant smile
She was filled with happiness for a little while.
*Devi ma: mother goddess in the Hindu pantheon
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Artwork
Ann Privateer

She-tree
Artist’s Statement:

I took the photograph after wandering in the foothills of Northern California . When I stopped
to ponder I called upon history: a brown woman decapitated and without arms. And yet we
persist.
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War
Tali Cohen Shabtai

What do you know ?
I am a jewess!

I came from a land of
UniformsAnd you expect me to be able
To fix a world of
Hostile countries ?

I have absorbed Antisemitism racism
And forced numerous times
To hug the name of a false
Homeland
In the diaspora
Or in the superpowers
For them the maps
Have done very well
With huge population sizes
Where
There aren’t many family names
Like mine
To carry my nation’s flag
And my father’s yarmulke .

What do you know about racism?

During the history
One of the evil that women struggled with,
Is rape
No matter what race she belonged to.
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Do you understand?
And it's very well known
Tactic of war:
Conquerors arrive to conquer nations and,
Rape women to prove their superiority.

Whether it was a black slave woman
Raped by white men during
Slavery since the early
17th century;

Or, in the Holocaust
When Jewish women were raped by the “master race” in
Early 1933.

What do I know ?

The murderer
Who stopped George’s

breathing

He wouldn’t commit suicide because his knee was more
Important to him
From end of time of a solitary living soul or of six millions

Listen to me, I do know.
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Shades
Chitra Gopalakrishnan

When I walk with my mother to the fields in my nondescript village in the northern Indian
state, of Uttar Pradesh, to work in them, I let the brown of my surroundings seep into my
consciousness.
It is a game I have loved to play since twelve years of age, and, today at nineteen, my sport is
near-perfect. In our daily one-kilometre walk, I let myself believe that my community, its five
families, and I, are part of the society, not outcasts forced into the margins of the village.
During this walk, I allow a feeling of freedom to run like a river through my veins. In my
mind’s eye, I first conjure the brown thatch of my hut. Then the textured skin of our neem
tree, its long bark playfully splayed with brown fingerprints all the way up.

My eyes proceed to the bundles of thin brown twigs gathered and tied with tensile-tough
brown jute strands. Then to the familiar, nurturing brown earth of our semi-arid lands,
varying from sandy loam to clay loam, that holds fields of white and black millet, maize,
cotton, paddy and lentils.
And, finally, my mind’s eye comes to rest on my own skin, browner than the normal
Indian brown singed and scorched by the sun under whose gaze I work every day.
I bring these varying images together and shift all these mind-pictures from the periphery to
the centre of the village. From the corners of my mind to its centre. These are my seized
moments of omnipotence. My moments of triumph.
Today, like every other day, the world of consequence becomes real as we near the fields.
The sounds of our feet crunch the brittle brown leaves, the autumnal leaves in the morning of
September. The visions from my inner-scape begin to dim but I try to hold on to them just a
bit longer.
This even as I leave my mother some distance away to work with the other women
labourers. To gather golden brown stacks of millets into bundles. As I walk deeper into the
fields to cut grass for our six buffaloes and cows, I see the millet stalks stand audaciously
above their muscular stems, brown in their insolence, like a buoyed up life force.
I wish I can mimic their energised rise above their station. Just as I begin my task of cutting
grass , I see four boys from the upper caste, who shirk even my shadow in public, tower over
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me. They bind my mouth, drag me deeper into the tangled fields, into a viscous mixture of
liquid and solid, violate me, break my spine, and cut my tongue.
For what?
For being an impure shade of brown? For surging their frontiers in my mind, in my
daily walk from home to work? For trying to be a person even though I am a mere woman?
Through my pain, I am aware of being rushed to the police station and then to three
hospitals. In 6 days, men in khaki burn a dead me on a lonely pyre set up close to my village,
in the absence of my family.
The irony is unmistakable. Dreams of a brown girl undone by men in brown. Yet not really
so.
Look closely. I am there in the furrows of my sister Sita’s brow. In the daring of my
neighbour Vimla’s smile. In the clenched fists of my friend Sneha. The dreams of brown girls
will come alive. Soon.
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2 poems
Ivan Bekaren

Goddess of Pain

Willowed pain overlooking the cemetery
of perfect noise is the wake of a sleeping truth that hides in the open
beneath every feet

That the dust carries sway from the beginning to new beginning is the ministration of timed
vanity looking for the expression of a life and the many that may happen

The burnished book of dust,
Brown in her vile richness knows every name and records a eulogy beside the sound of each

So sing you earthling
Be merry in the play
For when dust goes where it came
It does not turn to hay

The end is the same in her lisping licentiousness for the mourners who will forget the oceans
a few brown moments after brown dust has reclaimed her possession

If you do not see the writing
Of the goddess
Readied to the music of her careless note as she writes new names upon arrival

Look again
For the earth no matter how rich
Can never escape the rain

Through the fertile depths of human traverse
Brown is pain
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Sweet joy
Brutal pain

Beyond the Skin

Fiddle with the five little fingers

The five fingers that grasp my soul
Through the dark dress of adorned humanity dancing from the cost of shade
And the feel of colour

For what is the meaning that we harmonize in one digress to stain the sweet picture into
An eternal storm of racing delusions trained to leave a weak eye on the skin that knows the
heaviness of the dark
Whose glory calls the moon
From her backdrop to watch all her children while they sleep

The hallowed harbinger of renewal is the resplendent fortress that protects her Kings and
keeps her people

Her love, as her colour wraps around the depths of power that is the voice of a beautiful tale
that never ends in the unravelling of time who may belittle the art of brown fire, worn from
her own heat that is the wild touch of God to balance the lot who love the chaos too much and
traversing in owned reality in search of wisdom that projects herself off the darkened shade
of earth whom is one with Mother nature

The substance of the sin lost is upon the gloss of silver that highlights the perfection
of human divinity that keeps secrets from the sun to master his gaze

The shade is the honey sweet caress of ready human eggs promised for the abundance of
endless colonies of forgiven sin

The silent resolve of pure magic that keeps us all in flow and to purpose
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The crust of immortality birthing miracles from her kind grounds

The essence of eternity
Pegged by mortal vibration

: The savage of gentle force living to cause tomorrow

Brown

Oh brown
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A World of Sepia
(a sequence of 4 tankas)
Dibyasree Nandy

A serpentine path;
Like the colour of croissants;
Sloping towards a
smooth lake; hue of the shell of
a peanut; softly surging.

Dark as teakwood are
the boles; taupe is the herbage;
Tints of peppercorn.
Gloomy verdure, close to blackcoffee; tones of brown sugar.

Toasted wheat-like clouds;
Spanning across flaxen skies.
Hedges of umber;
Skirting the edges of the
embankment of sienna.

A tranquil view seen
through a wooden window; an
epitome of hushed
isolation; yet steady,
reliable, solid, safe.
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Artwork
Anannya Dasgupta

Step forward
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Artist’s Statement:

The history of brown feminism in the sub-continent, has been one of stepping out, stepping
up and stepping forward. This photograph is a reflection on and celebration of that.
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Diwali
Amrita Bhattacharyya

There is very little to enliven the evening
Except for a remote possibility
to light up the greying floor.

With trembling hands, she takes
the waxen doll – the white body -- off the shelf
And steps into the bedroom.
The doll,
with her usual niceties, suits the place.

She places it on the milk-white divan.
The yellowish lamp -- understated,
The unknown fragrance, the sculpted figurehead...
all seem to forget the previous failures!
She touches the pinkish eyelids
with her brown fingertips, and
It appears to be shy to the whitish glory!
The finger goes downward...
tender neck, measured pinnacles,
a strip of lustrous brown hair covering the naked sin... the white lie…
smooth, submissive — all waxen!
Two smooth hands — illusive!
As if the sky is still alive and so are the wings!

The hand strikes her wrist
mechanically
against the white; it’s quite hard to pile up
the dirty proofs of a smashed doll...
the phantom of an empty desire!
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She looks at herself through the mirror.
The yellowish lamp cannot smoothen
her not-so-feminine eyes!
But the light suits this contour!
She sees hundred butterflies
leaving her balcony
as the darkness descends!
She cleans up the railing
with her tough muscles nodding…the white relics…
And
She lights up the candles.
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The Circle
The Woven Wyrd
1.
Mother had just returned, emptied, from the big house where the rich woman’s breasts were
dry, and the baby’s mewls were heartrending.
But now she was peeling potatoes, thumbs deftly scraping off thin curls of peel, so it would
be MammeAma instead with her big rough hands and Ananda’s scalp would hurt.
The old woman’s tugs were sharp, her braiding swift, sure.
“Present youself neat, you mebbe get good people. Heaven knows you no beauty.”
“Good people” to work for, she meant. In a house not your own, she meant.
Because a backbreaking scrape-by existence was all MammeAma knew. But she said it in
that voice made ugly with love.
From behind them came the dull, resigned thunks of Aunty pounding spices with a stone, the
burn still weeping wetly down the side of her face. The henna stains had not yet faded from
Aunty’s wrists when she and MammeAma had clambered out of the well, barely alive, over
the bodies of the burned dead.
The skin had peeled from their limbs in great crackling swatches as the fighting across the
border grew worse, but Aunty’s face still leaked the tears she no longer could cry for
everything they’d lost.
Ananda kept her head down.
Na- Uh, countered her wilful heart. Not me.
She scratched out her lesson with a twig onto the sodden ground. Wood to earth, the piggledy
childglyphs took her awhile. No matter, she was the only one here who could.
And they’d eat tonight.
That meant hope.
2.
They’d lost even that to the faceless war. They were now three more dirt poor lumps on the
dust brown landscape, on the way to wherever.
3.
Aunty had taken her bangles off when they first saw the empty space.
The dull metal glinted off bare walls and counters, chopping up light and throwing it back at
them, full of possibility.
“After all,’ she’d said, “I don’t need these now.”
But she had smiled her old smile.
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4.
After that Ananda remembered the years vanishing in smells and sounds, mostly. They curled
around the edges of her books, the muffled human din from the front of the shop and the
familiar spicy, earth scents in back where the herbed oils gooped and the three women
bustled happily, endlessly.
Eventually, the new place had been kind to them.
The shop, then shops, had done well.
5.
And now the Foundation was doing good work, hospitals, schools, prisons, and just lately…
museums.
The corporate logo was everywhere, petals unfurled as antiquities experts and enthusiasts,
museums and media celebrated the find.
They’d let her keep one of the nonconsequential items.
Ananda fingered the ancient earthen-ware pot. It contained a tiny heap of earrings. Crude
hoops they were, more copper than gold.
The dowry, perhaps, of a daughter of the house. What had her heart whispered to her as she
baked bread? As she painstakingly scratched out that childish flower motif over and over
round the base of the pot?
But this was what mattered.
People like her, living everyday lives.
In the end, people were all that mattered.
6.
The door of the office opened. The baby, all grown up now, said, “We are ready for you,
Madam Chairman.”
Ananda’s scalp tingled as she turned her back on the portrait.
The legend on the brass plate underneath was simple.
GRANDMOTHER LOTUS, FOUNDER.
FONDLY KNOWN BY ALL HER GLOBAL FAMILY AS MAMMEAMA.
It was time.
Ananda strode forth to face the world on plush brown carpeting that fell quietly away from
her ankles, like peeling curls, like wet earth, like memories of henna.
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Artwork
Cynthia Yatchman

Abstract Nature
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Artist’s Statement:

In my 2D work, I work primarily with acrylic and latex paints, inks, papers and charcoal. My
images contain many diverse layers of meaning from the universal to the specific and the
personal. My works are often abstract. I am frequently interested in pattern and/or creating a
rich sensual surface by making layer upon layer of marks. There is often an unseen history
within these layers as images are obscured and revealed. My work frequently gives reference
to my experience with nature and I usually have an ongoing series that is more
representational focusing on flowers, birds and animals and the human figure. “Abstract
Nature" is inspired by fall scenes and colours.
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Language of Difference
K B Janaki

Nala Damayanthi is a 2003 Tamil film starring Madhavan, Geetu Mohandas and Shruthika.
The movie is directed by Mouli and was written and produced by Kamal Haasan. It tells the
tale of Ramji (Madhavan), a Tamil village cook from Palakkad. He goes to Australia to
become a chef at a multi-millionaire Indian's home. Unfortunately, the millionaire dies of
indigestion the day Ramji arrives, leaving him jobless. Ramji also loses his passport and visa.
The rest of the film is about Ramji;s return journey to Palakkad.
The film continues the story arc of a Palakkad Brahmin cook from the movie Michael
Madana Kama Rajan (1990). Situational comedy takes precedence For example, Ramji
suffers because of his lack of knowledge of English, which may look funny to the viewers but
to him, it is not funny. Upon his arrival in Australia, he speaks to the cab driver in broken
English to which the latter responds: “Can you speak English?” Ramji replies that he has
been speaking in English to him. This very scene might seem comical to others, but it is
definitely not so to Ramji because he is serious about it. He feels that what he is speaking is
the English language.
Twining the harsh reality of difference of language experienced in a foreign country and
comic timing is definitely an artistic achievement of the film director.
Nala Dayamanthi also portrays characters as struggling to adapt to the new culture. People
look at Ramji strangely because he is different. Ramji is constantly followed by a police
officer because of his ethnic identity A gang of thugs bully him constantly and they also
refer to him as “black”. Ramji clarifies in one instance that, he is not “black” and that he
rather feels that he is “brown.” It is the same group which troubles Ramji while he is
performing the funeral rites and rituals on his dad’s death anniversary. The act of stamping
the rice balls with their is symbolic of disrespecting a different culture. The differences are
too wide , it is suggested, to blend together. While comic laughter caused by comic timing is
a cause of mirth, there is always the perspective of the individual/s at the cost of whose
normalcy this mirth is created. The green-card comedies like this film almost always make
the individual from a financially challenged place or from a not-so-popular culture a butt of
comic laughter. The humane aspect of the marginalised individual, in this case, the brown
village simpleton Ramji, is usually overlooked. The harmony brought about by the reunion of
Ramji and his wife Damayanthi whom he had married out of compulsion follows the popular
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film narrative. However, the experience of being perceived as an outsider by virtue of being
different probes us to think about the intertwining nature of language and identity.
A language is not the same everywhere even when its grammar is the same. The
manner of speech is as much a matter of identity as our complexion. While a large part of
individuals in India continue to believe that English language learning is the road to eternal
financial bliss, they miss the point that language is but an expression of the self. When we
speak in a language that we do not internalise, it is the ‘other’ in us.
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Don’t ring a bell
Amitava Nag

Don't ring a bell
If you can't follow it up with silence,
In the city
Memories scatter themselves in harmony
Like the fallen leaves of an ancient tree,
Why ancient? You may ask,
Measuring your stupidity with canonical rites of new year wishes,
Looking inside I find a deep tunnel,
Slender for the ants to make way
Downwards,
Towards history Don't ring a bell, stranger.

On the banks of resurrection
Slow steps hide the uncertain aloofness of primitive desires,
Winter evades the choosy enchantresses faking rainbows,
A sea of rising water drowns gifts of a birthday party
Till the young footprints of children are all lost,
Seldom can you find shells on shores anymore,
Black-and-white dreams adorn
The muted celebrations of dwarf yearnings,
Don't ring a bell yet,
We are preparing silence with the tinsels of wait.
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